VCUHS Department of Pathology Abstracts
Accepted for the 2016 AABB & ASCP Annual Meetings

VCUHS Department of Pathology had 3 accepted abstracts for publication this year. These abstracts will also be presented at this year's AABB & ASCP national meetings. Please congratulate everyone involved for this year's publications.

Great job team!

**AABB**

Correlation of Capture-R Solid Phase Phenomenon to Patient Diagnoses
Tonya Meade, Vernon Forrester, Dr. Kimberly Sanford and Dr. Susan D. Roseff

Extended Platelet Storage: Is Vitamin C the Answer?

**ASCP**

Correlation between RBC and HLA antibodies with episode(s) of renal graft rejection post-transplantation.
Rasam R, Sanford K, Gupta G, Jamerson M.